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Oxidative Charge Transport through DNA
in Nucleosome Core Particles
As for electron transfer kinetics monitored spectroscop-
ically, oxidative damage to DNA mediated by the base
pair stack shows a shallow dependence on distance,
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and Jacqueline K. Barton1
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California Institute of Technology but an exquisite sensitivity to stacking [8, 9]. This ability
to mediate long-range charge transport is a characteris-Pasadena, California 91125
tic of the DNA duplex, not the oxidant, since a variety
of different intercalators have been shown to oxidize
guanine doublets from a distance [10–19].Summary
In our efforts to determine whether DNA charge trans-
port is a biologically relevant phenomenon, we haveEukaryotic DNA is packaged into nucleosomes, made
determined that charge transport to damage 5-GG-3up of 146 bp of DNA wrapped around a core of histone
sites can occur over tens of base pairs on oligonucleo-proteins. We used photoexcited rhodium intercalators
tides and restriction fragments to effect DNA damageto explore DNA charge transport within these assem-
[9, 18]. However, DNA inside of cells is intimately associ-blies. Although histone proteins inhibit intercalation
ated with a variety of proteins that serve to regulateof the rhodium complex within the core particle, they
replication and transcription as well as to repair anddo not prevent 5-GG-3 oxidation, the signature of
package the DNA itself [20].oxidative charge transport through DNA. Moreover,
In studies of long-range guanine oxidation on oligonu-using rhodium intercalators tethered to the 5 terminus
cleotide assemblies, it was demonstrated first that theof the DNA, we found that guanine bases within the
binding of a variety of proteins to DNA can sensitivelynucleosome can be oxidized from a distance of 24 bp.
modulate charge transport through the helix, dependingHistone binding did not affect the pattern and extent
on their effects on the stacking of the DNA base pairs.of this oxidation. Therefore, although the structure of
M.HhaI is a DNA methylase which, in binding its targetthe nucleosome core particle generally protects DNA
site, flips out the cytosine for methylation, inserts a glu-from damage by solution-borne molecules, packaging
tamine side chain, and thus stabilizes a “gap” in thewithin the nucleosome does not protect DNA from
DNA  stack [21]. As a result of the gap, M.HhaI inhibitscharge transfer damage through the base pair stack.
oxidative damage to DNA past its binding site. However,
a mutant M.HhaI that inserts a tryptophan into the gap
Introduction created by base flipping does not inhibit charge trans-
port on binding to DNA, probably because the flat, aro-
The question of whether double-helical DNA provides matic tryptophan side chain of the mutant protein re-
an effective conduit for charge transport has fascinated stores the -stacked array needed for charge transport
scientists since its structure was first elucidated. The through the helix. TATA binding protein (TBP) generates
idea that the stacking of the  orbitals on the aromatic, two approximately 90 kinks on either end of its recogni-
heterocyclic base pairs not only confers stability to the tion site upon binding to DNA, and consistent with the
polymeric assembly but also may provide a basis for requirement of stacking for effective charge transport,
charge transport has been examined by biologists, binding of TBP seriously disrupts  stacking and long-
physicists, and chemists for years [1–3]. The variety of range charge transport [22]. PvuII restriction endonucle-
studies carried out now show that although the rates ase and Antennapedia homeodomain protein do not
and efficiencies of electron transfer through DNA vary significantly distort the  stack upon binding to DNA,
considerably depending upon the system employed, and as a consequence do not inhibit long-range charge
charges can indeed migrate through DNA. One sensitive transport [22]. To the contrary, the binding of either
parameter governing this charge transport is stacking protein somewhat increases long-range guanine oxida-
of the donor and acceptor within the DNA base pair tion, presumably because the proteins facilitate charge
stack. When there is effective orbital overlap between transport by restricting the dynamic motions of the DNA
the DNA  stack and the reactants, fast, efficient charge bases and stiffening the DNA helix.
transport is possible. The fundamental unit of DNA packing inside eukaryo-
Not only can electron transfer mediated by the DNA tic cells is the nucleosome core particle (NCP), in which
be facile, but the  stack can serve as a reactant in the approximately 150 base pairs of DNA are bound around
electron transfer process. Radicals can migrate through an octamer of histone proteins [23]. These particles are
the helix to react at a remote site from an oxidant bound then assembled into higher-order structures, stabilized
to the DNA. Oxidative damage to DNA from a distance by other histone- and non-histone-proteins, in order to
was first demonstrated in an assembly containing a teth- further compact the DNA so as to fit into the nucleus.
ered photooxidizing rhodium intercalator (Figure 1A) In addition to packaging DNA, the histone proteins may
spatially separated from the sites of oxidation [4]. The serve both regulatory and protective functions. Given
5guanine of 5-GG-3 sites is selectively oxidized based the ubiquity of the nucleosome, the potential involve-
on its redox potential and stacking characteristics [5–7]. ment of the histone octamer in modulating charge migra-
tion through DNA is therefore of significant interest.
The structure of an NCP has been determined for a1Correspondence: jkbarton@caltech.edu
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Figure 1. Structures of the Molecules Used in This Study
(A) The rhodium complex Rh(phi)2DMB3 (phi  phenanthrene quinone diimine; DMB  4,4-dimethyl- 2,2-bipyridine), which binds avidly to
DNA by intercalation of one of its phi ligands [58]. This complex can also be functionalized on the bipyridine ligand so as to covalently attach
it to the 5 terminus of the DNA.
(B) The nucleosome core particle. A length of 146 bp of DNA (blue and cyan) is wrapped one-and-two-thirds times around an octamer of
histone proteins [24, 28]. In order to wrap around the histones, the DNA is heterogeneously bent and overwound. The octamer is composed
of two each of histones 2A (red), 2B (yellow), 3 (green), and 4 (purple), which bind nonspecifically to the DNA by a variety of electrostatic,
hydrogen bonding, and nonpolar interactions. (The picture was adapted from Protein Data Bank coordinates 1aoi, reference [24].)
histone octamer and a 146 bp palindromic DNA se- tween the protein core and the DNA are generally non-
specific and largely electrostatic [23, 24]. Therefore, thequence [24]. In this structure, the DNA is highly bent as
it wraps 1.65 times around the outside of the histone surface of the octamer has an overall positive charge,
in contrast to the negative charge of the DNA polyanion.octamer and forms a “superhelix” with a diameter
around 42 A˚ (Figure 1B). The overall twist of the base In addition to hydrogen bonds between arginine side
chains in the minor groove and DNA backbone phos-pairs is 10.2 bp per turn, in contrast to the 10.5 bp per
turn observed in solution, although there is considerable phates, other stabilizing interactions include hydrogen
bonds between phosphates and main-chain amide ni-variability between different positions on the core parti-
cle. The combination of the base pair twist and the trogen atoms as well as interactions between phos-
phates and helix dipoles [24]. Extensive nonpolar con-superhelix winding gives an overall overwinding of
nucleosomal DNA compared to DNA in solution. The tacts between the protein and deoxyribose groups as
well as hydrogen bonds and salt links between phos-bending and relative mobility of the DNA are also hetero-
geneous in response to local histone-DNA interactions. phates and other protein side chains also help to stabi-
lize the protein-DNA interaction. Although some sideSome regions of the DNA are highly kinked, whereas
others are quite straight. Exposed sections of the DNA chains do protrude into both grooves, they make few
contacts with bases.are flexible and mobile, and histone-bound sections of
the DNA are dynamically restricted. Here we examine guanine oxidation by rhodium inter-
calators in NCPs to determine the effect of DNA packag-The fact that DNA-histone contacts are nonspecific
does not imply that all DNA sequences bind equally well ing on long-range charge transport through the base
pair stack. Given that the DNA in the core particle isto form a core particle. Clearly, those sequences that
are inherently more flexible or that contain correctly overwound, bent, and in some places dynamically re-
stricted, DNA binding to histones in this structure mightphased bends will bind the histone octamer more readily
than other sequences [25–27]. It has been observed that serve to protect nucleosomal DNA from long-range oxi-
dative damage. Alternatively, such packaging might de-A-T base pairs are preferred where the minor groove
faces inwards toward the histone core and that G-C crease the flexibility of the DNA and provide a unique
and isolated medium to facilitate charge transportpairs are preferred where the major groove faces in-
wards because those base pair combinations bend through the DNA base pair stack.
more readily in those directions. As a result, placement
of certain sequences can impart a rotational orientation Results
upon the NCP. In the case of the DNA sequence for
which the NCP structure was solved, the 146 bp se- Sequence of the Nucleosomal DNA
within the Core Particlequence contains 12 known nucleosome phasing re-
gions, which predispose it to form a single, stable con- A radioactively labeled 146-mer oligonucleotide, duplex
1, was used to examine oxidative damage to DNA withinformation with the histone octamer [28].
Because the histone ocamer must accommodate a the NCP (Figure 2). This sequence was selected because
it forms a stable NCP that has a single rotational andrange of different DNA sequences, the interactions be-
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Figure 2. Sequences of Half of Palindromic DNA Oligonucleotide Duplexes
An asterisk indicates a radioactive label. Bases that were changed from the original sequence of Luger et al. are indicated by lowercase/
underlining and dark-gray arrows. Red numbers correspond to the 5-GG-3 sequences; corresponding 5-GG-3 sequences on the other
half of the palindrome are numbered identically.
translational setting and whose structure with both re- Confirmation of the Structure of the Nucleosome
Core Particle by DNase I Footprintingcombinant frog and purified chicken histone proteins
Histone octamers can be exchanged from one piece ofhas been solved crystallographically [24, 28]. Signifi-
DNA to another by incubation with high concentrationscantly, the DNA sequence of duplex 1 is palindromic,
of salt (i.e., 1 M NaCl) followed by dilution or dialysiswhich means that both strands are identical when read
[29]. Salt exchange of histone octamers from purifiedfrom the 5 to the 3 direction. Additionally, it means
chicken DNA to duplex 1 resulted in the formation of athat both halves of the sequence, from the termini to
single species with a larger molecular weight than thethe center, are identical. In the crystal the 146-mer binds
parent 146-mer as determined by nondenaturing gelto the C2-symmetric histone octamer with the center
electrophoresis (not shown). This larger species wasof the palindromic sequence almost aligned with the
isolated from the gel. DNase I footprinting was used torotational symmetry axis of the octamer. Because this
confirm that the histone proteins were bound specifi-alignment is off by only approximately half of a base
cally to the 146-mer to form an NCP with the samepair at the C2 symmetry axis, for the purposes of this
structure as that elucidated crytallographically [24, 28].study we assume that the two halves of the DNA struc-
Samples lacking histone proteins are cleaved moreture are also identical. Structures shown here display
quickly and at a lower concentration of DNase I thanonly one half (73 bp) of the sequence, corresponding to
are samples with histones (Figure 3A). This slower cleav-0.8 turns around the NCP from the DNA terminus to
age is one indication that the 146-mer is bound to thethe center.
histones and thus protected by them from cleavage.In designing these experiments, only one base pair
Slower cleavage by DNase I could be due to competitionwas changed from the sequence used previously [24]
for DNase I by contaminating chicken DNA; however,in each half of duplex 1 in order to add a 5-GG-3
studies with the same concentrations of NCPs that were
site by which to monitor long-range charge transport to
not exchanged onto the target radiolabeled DNA indi-
oxidize DNA bases (Figure 2). As a result, the sequence cate that the protective effect of the histone proteins is
contains seven 5-GG-3 sequences in each half of the largely due to their binding to the DNA. More interest-
palindrome that (in the absence of guanine triplets) are ingly, the pattern of DNase I cleavage on the histone
expected to be the most easily oxidized sites on the bound 146-mer displays regions of periodic protection
duplex. These 5-GG-3 sites are numbered GG1 through from and accessibility to DNase I (Figure 3A). This pat-
GG7 from the terminus of the sequence to the center. tern is distinct from the more random pattern of enzyme
Because of the palindromic nature of the sequence, the cleavage on the bare 146-mer. The distinct pattern of
full 146 bp duplex actually contains 14 5-GG-3 sites, periodic cleavage is characteristic of DNA in NCPs and
seven on each identical strand. When viewed on a dena- not of DNA with randomly bound histones. Furthermore,
turing polyacrylamide gel, all seven 5-GG-3 sites can the pattern indicates uniform phasing of the DNA relative
potentially be seen in the order GG1, GG2, GG4, GG6, to the protein. This uniform phasing is expected in light
(center), GG7, GG5, GG3 from the radiolabeled 3 terminus of the fact that this sequence contains 12 phased posi-
tioning sequences [28]. On longer pieces of DNA, it isat the bottom of the gel to the 5 terminus at the top.
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possible to have several species with the same rota-
tional phasing but different translational orientations.
However, because this radiolabeled DNA is only 146 bp
(the minimum length of DNA required to bind entirely
around a histone octamer), it is reasonable to expect one
predominant form with the 146-mer bound (relatively)
symmetrically to the histones to form core particles. The
presence of a single predominant form is also consistent
with the results of the gel shift assay.
The pattern of DNase I cleavage can also be used to
determine where the minor groove faces outward into
the solution and becomes accessible to the enzyme and
where the minor groove faces inward toward the histone
protein and is protected from the enzyme [30]. These
cleavage patterns can then be mapped to the DNA in
the crystal structure to establish whether the two views
of the histone bound 146-mer DNA agree (Figure 3B).
Regions of duplex 1 that are hypersensitive to DNase I
correspond to places where the minor groove bends
outward into the solution, whereas regions of duplex 1
that are hyposensitive to DNase I frequently correspond
to places where the minor groove faces inward toward
the histone octamer or where histone tails or side chains
bind in the major groove. Interestingly, the DNase I
cleavage in some regions of the sequence is unchanged,
indicating that the accessibility or reactivity of some
stretches of the DNA sequence is not affected by the
binding to the histone proteins. Although the DNase I
footprinting alone does not provide a clear picture of
the core particle, it is fairly consistent with that provided
by the crystal structure. This structural information is
very useful because it not only tells us that our DNA is
bound in an NCP but it potentially allows us to examine
the accessibility of particular reactive sites (vide infra).
The structures of duplex 1-Rh and 2-Rh containing
tethered rhodium intercalators could not be examined
similarly via DNase I footprinting because the rhodium-
tethered oligonucleotides cannot be extracted with phe-
nol and chloroform. However, gel shift experiments indi-
cate that a single histone bound species is formed by
nucleosome exchange (not shown).
due to incomplete ligation to form the 146-mer. Details of the diges-
tion are explained in the Experimental Procedures. Note that bare
DNA is cut more readily than histone bound DNA and that the pattern
of cleavage by the DNase I enzyme in the presence of bound histone
proteins is distinct from the pattern of cleavage in the absence of
proteins.
(B) Cleavage of histone bound duplex 1 superimposed upon the
crystal structure of the same sequence in a nucleosome core particle
[24]. The histone octamer is colored gray; one-half of the 146-mer
palindromic DNA is shown in a range of colors. Blue and cyan
regions were not cut by the enzyme in either the presence or ab-
sence of histones; yellow regions were cut by the enzyme fairly
equally in the presence or absence of histones. Red and orange
regions were hypersensitive to DNase I when duplex 1 was bound
to the histones; green regions were hyposensitive to DNase I. Esti-
Figure 3. DNase I Digestion of Duplex 1 with and without Bound mates of cleavage intensities are approximate and are based upon
Histone Proteins samples in which the total amount of cleavage was roughly equal.
(A) Lanes 1–5 have bound histone proteins, whereas lanes 6 and 7 Because the enzyme cleaves bare DNA much more readily than it
do not; lanes 8 and 9 are Maxam-Gilbert purine- and pyrimidine- cleaves protein bound DNA, histone bound samples were incubated
specific sequencing lanes, respectively. DNase I was added to each for a longer time period and with more DNase I enzyme than bare
sample in the following amounts: lane 1, 2.5 U; lane 2, 0.5 U; lane DNA samples. The 2-fold rotational symmetry axis through the cen-
3, 0.25 U; lane 4, 0.05 U; lane 5, no enzyme; lane 6, 0.05 U; lane 7, ter of the NCP is indicated by the arrow. (The picture was adapted
no enzyme. The band present at the center of the gel in all lanes is from Protein Data Bank coordinates 1aoi, reference [24].)
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Binding and Oxidation by Noncovalent case, a substantial fraction of the DNA becomes cova-
lently crosslinked to the histone proteins after photoirra-Rh(phi)2DMB3 on a 146-mer
Rh(phi)2DMB3 (phi  phenanthrene quinone diimine; diation with rhodium complexes. DNA-protein crosslink-
ing is not surprising given the close proximity of theDMB  4,4-dimethyl-2,2-bipyridine) binds avidly to
DNA by intercalation and reacts with DNA according to histone proteins to the DNA on which a radical intermedi-
ate is being formed; in the absence of protein, thesetwo distinct mechanisms. With irradiation at 313 nm,
phi complexes of rhodium cleave the sugar-phosphate radical intermediates are trapped by water or oxygen
to form other oxidized base lesions [33]. In order tobackbone at their intercalation site, allowing determina-
tion of where they are bound [31, 32]. These complexes determine the location at which the radical is trapped,
we treated all samples with proteinase K and hot aque-bind DNA with very little sequence preference, and thus
photoirradiation at 313 nm yields a broad distribution ous piperidine after photoirradiation to break any DNA-
protein crosslinks that were formed and reveal the loca-of cleavage sites. The products of this reaction, which
are consistent with abstraction of the 3 hydrogen by tion of the crosslinks. The locations of these cross-links
were then visualized by denaturing gel electrophoresisthe metal complex, lead to strand breaks without further
treatment of the DNA. as direct strand breaks. Although this method does not
allow us to distinguish between oxidized guanine baseIn contrast, when irradiated at 365 nm, the rhodium com-
plexes preferentially oxidize the 5 guanine of 5-GG-3 lesions and crosslinked guanine sites, we can determine
where the electronic “hole” on the DNA base stack wassites [4]. When spatially separated from the 5-GG-3
sites, the rhodium complexes can oxidize guanine bases trapped, the primary question of interest.
Duplex 1, both with and without bound histones, wasby a long-range reaction that is mediated by the DNA
base stack [4, 8, 9]. The mechanism of charge migration incubated with 10 M Rh(phi)2DMB3, and the mixture
was irradiated at 313 nm to determine sites of directthrough the base pair stack is being explored currently,
and the long-range reaction probably involves charge strand cleavage where the metal complex binds. In the
absence of histone proteins, the rhodium complex bindshopping through the stack [1, 15, 17]. The oxidized gua-
nine base is ultimately trapped as a permanent lesion and cleaves throughout the oligonucleotide duplex 1 in
a nonspecific fashion, as evident upon photoirradiationby reaction of the neutral guanine radical with water and
oxygen. The oxidized products include not only 8-oxo- at both 313 nm and 365 nm (Figure 4). This pattern of
DNA damage is consistent with the fact that its concen-7,8-dihydroguanine [4], but also other lesions, probably
imidazolone and oxazolone derivatives [33]. The various tration exceeds its nonspecific binding constant and the
fact that the rhodium complex is present at high loadinglesions are converted to direct strand breaks upon incu-
bation of the DNA with hot aqueous piperidine or upon on the DNA.
When irradiated at 313 nm with the 146-mer oligonu-treatment with the enzyme formamidopyrimidine DNA
glycosylase (Fapy glycosylase). Because treatment of cleotide duplex 1 bound to histones as an NCP, the
rhodium complex cleaves the DNA much less exten-these rhodium-induced photoproducts with either pi-
peridine or Fapy glycosylase generates a similar pattern sively (Figure 4), analogously to the way in which DNase
I cleaves these same NCPs. What is especially interest-of strand breaks in comparable yields ([34]; our unpub-
lished data), we revealed rhodium-induced photoprod- ing, however, is the pattern of direct DNA photocleav-
age. The distribution of rhodium photocleavage is notucts by piperidine incubation exclusively in these experi-
ments. nonspecific, nor does it demonstrate a sequence speci-
ficity characteristic of Rh(phi)2DMB3 at lower concen-Under certain reaction conditions the distinction be-
tween these two reactions is not always sharp [31]. trations [31, 32]. The photocleavage does not show a
periodic pattern of protection and exposure similar toTreatment of samples that have been photocleaved by
rhodium at 313 nm with hot aqueous piperidine reveals cleavage by DNase I, hydroxyl radical, or micrococcal
nuclease on NCPs. Instead, cleavage is observed exclu-some photooxidation at 5-GG-3 sites, and at high rho-
dium concentrations (10 M), photoexcitation at 365 sively at the 5 guanine of 5-GG-3 sites (and at sites
of direct photodynamic damage that are independentnm leads to nonspecific DNA direct strand breaks as
well as guanine base oxidation. This overlap of reactivity of rhodium). The damage pattern is the same, irrespec-
tive of irradiation at 313 nm or 365 nm.depends in part upon the efficiency of reactions at high
concentrations and in part upon the fact that the light To establish that the unusual patterns of cleavage were
not due to rhodium concentration effects, we examinedused for irradiation is dispersed over a range of wave-
lengths, including the excitation wavelengths for both direct photocleavage and base oxidation in the same sys-
tem by different concentrations of Rh(phi)2DMB3 be-reactions.
Photoirradiation can also lead to DNA-protein cross- tween 10 M and 100 nM (Figure 5). On duplex 1 in the
absence of histone proteins, the distribution of rhodium-links, either as a direct result of photoexcitation of the
DNA or protein by the light source or as a result of an induced DNA damage is fully consistent with previous
studies [4, 31, 32]. At a concentration of 10 M, theinteraction between a base or sugar radical on the DNA
(generated by the rhodium photoreactions) with the his- rhodium complex binds and photocleaves bare DNA
nonspecifically at both 313 nm and 365 nm because thetone proteins. The former reaction does not occur with
irradiation at 313 or 365 nm because neither DNA nor rhodium complex is present at a very high loading on
the DNA. At 1 M and lower concentrations, a weakhistones absorb light at these wavelengths. However,
histone-guanine crosslinking has been observed pre- sequence specificity in binding emerges (lanes 13–17).
At 1 M rhodium concentration, nonspecific cleavageviously to occur after long-range oxidation of guanine
bases by ruthenium polypyridyl complexes [34]. In this at 365 nm is not evident, and charge transport damage
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the signature of charge transport damage through the
DNA base pair stack.
Binding and Oxidation by Rh(phi)2bpy3 Tethered
to the 5 Termini of the 146-mer
To determine the distances over which charges can
migrate in nucleosomal DNA between 5-GG-3 sites
and intercalating oxidants whose positions are known,
we constructed duplex 1-Rh with the same DNA se-
quence as duplex 1, with a Rh(phi)2bpy’3 complex cova-
lently attached to each 5 end (Figure 2). We have pre-
viously demonstrated that this complex is constrained
by its diaminononane linker to intercalate 2 or 3 base
pairs from the end of a DNA oligonucleotide duplex, from
whence it can oxidize 5-GG-3 sites over approximately
200 A˚ [4, 9]. This radioactively labeled 146 bp oligonucle-
otide duplex 1-Rh, modified with a tethered rhodium,
was exchanged with histone octamers according to the
same method as that in duplex 1. Although the solubility
of the resultant rhodium-tethered oligonucleotide pre-
cludes DNase I footprinting analysis, the behavior of
this duplex by gel shift analysis is the same as that in
duplex 1. Given that the DNA sequence is identical to
that of duplex 1 and the rhodium complexes are cova-
lently attached to the termini, the structure of the nucleo-
some formed with duplex 1-Rh is likely to be equivalent
to that formed with duplex 1.
Duplex 1-Rh with or without bound histone proteins
was photoirradiated at 313 nm and 365 nm (Figure 6,
7). In the absence of histone proteins, only oxidative
base damage can be observed after irradiation at 313
nm (Figure 7). Strand scission at the intercalation site
cannot be observed because the two symmetric termini
of the 146-mer where we expect intercalation to occur
are lost from the bottom of the gel and compressed
near the top. Significantly, however, no other direct
cleavage is observed, indicating that the metal complex
is not binding to some other location in the sequence.
With irradiation at both 365 nm and 313 nm and treat-
Figure 4. Direct Strand Scission and Base Oxidation by ment with hot aqueous piperidine, oxidation is observed
Rh(phi)2DMB3 on Duplex 1 with and without Histone Proteins at GG1, GG2, GG3, and GG4, located 8, 11, 16, and 24
DNA samples shown in lanes 1 and 8–13 are bound to histone bp away from the closest intercalated metal complex if
proteins as nucleosome core particles; DNA samples in lanes 2–7 one assumes an intercalation site 3 bp in from its site
are bare DNA without histone proteins. Lane 1 is sequence 1 bound
of covalent attachment. The oxidation occurs selectivelyto histone proteins as a nucleosome core particle and digested with
at the 5 guanine of these 5-GG-3 sites. No significant2.5 U of DNase I for 5 min. Samples were photoirradiated with 10
M noncovalent Rh(phi)2DMB3 unless otherwise indicated, and all oxidation is observed at the other guanine doublets po-
samples were treated with 10% piperidine for 30 min at 90C after sitioned farther from the rhodium intercalation site, i.e.,
irradiation. Conditions for other lanes were as follows: lane 2, 10 at GG5, GG6, and GG7. Importantly, in the presence
min at 313 nm without rhodium complex; lane 3, 30 min at 365 nm; of bound histone proteins, the pattern of damage with
lane 4, 10 min at 313 nm; lane 5, 5 min at 313 nm; lane 6, 2 min at
irradiation at both wavelengths is identical to the pattern313 nm; lane 7, no irradiation; lane 8, 30 min at 313 nm with no
of damage in the absence of bound histone proteins.rhodium; lane 9, 90 min at 313 nm; lane 10, 30 min at 313 nm; lane
11, 20 min at 313 nm; lane 12, 10 min at 313 nm; and lane 13, no This observation indicates that wrapping the 146-mer
irradiation. Lanes 14 and 15 are Maxam-Gilbert pyrimidine-specific around a histone octamer to form an NCP does not
and purine-specific sequencing lanes, respectively. The band pres- change the rhodium intercalation into this sequence nor
ent at the center of the gel in all lanes and indicated by an asterisk the long-range charge transport through it (Figure 6).
is due to incomplete ligation to form the 146-mer.
In this 146 bp sequence, no guanine oxidation is ob-
served at guanine doublets GG5, GG6, and GG7, located
38, 48, and 56 bp away from the rhodium intercalator,is localized to 5-GG-3 sites (lane 20). However, in an
NCP, the pattern of rhodium binding and direct strand even in the absence of bound protein. The absence of
charge transport to oxidize guanine doublets over thisscission at 313 nm on duplex 1 is distinctly different
from that on bare DNA. Damage at both wavelengths is distance contrasts with earlier observations with oligo-
nucleotide duplexes [9, 15]. Because we had previouslylocalized to the 5 guanine of 5-GG-3 sites, which is
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Figure 5. Direct Strand Scission and Base
Oxidation Performed with Varying Concentra-
tions of Rh(phi)2DMB3 on Duplex 1 with and
without Histone Proteins
DNA samples shown in lanes 3–11 are bound
to histones as nucleosome core particles. DNA
samples in lanes 12–20 are bare DNA without
histone proteins. Lanes 1 and 2 are Maxam-
Gilbert purine-specific and pyrimidine-spe-
cific sequencing lanes, respectively. Condi-
tions for other lanes were as follows: lane 3, 10
M rhodium, no photoirradiation; lane 4, 10
M rhodium, 20 min at 313 nm; lane 5, 5 M
rhodium, 20 min at 313 nm; lane 6, 1 M rho-
dium, 20 min at 313 nm; lane 7, 500 nM rhodium,
20 min at 313 nm; lane 8, 100 nM rhodium, 20
min at 313 nm; lane 9, no rhodium, 20 min at
313 nm; lane 10, 10 M rhodium, 90 min at
365 nm; lane 11, 1 M rhodium, 90 min at 365
nm; lane 12, 10 M rhodium, no photoirradia-
tion; lane 13, 10 M rhodium, 10 min at 313
nm; lane 14, 5 M rhodium, 10 min at 313 nm;
lane 15, 1 M rhodium, 10 min at 313 nm; lane
16, 500 nM rhodium, 10 min at 313 nm; lane
17, 100 nM rhodium, 10 min at 313 nm; lane 18,
no rhodium, 10 min at 313 nm; lane 19, 10
M rhodium, 30 min at 365 nm; and lane 20,
1 M rhodium, 30 min at 365 nm. All samples
were treated with 10% piperidine for 30 min
at 90C after photoirradiation. Indicated by
an asterisk, the band at the center of the gel
is due to incomplete ligation to form the 146-
mer. 5-GG-3 sites are indicated by numbers
corresponding to those in Figure 2.
observed an increase in long-range oxidative damage the closest intercalated metal complex. However, there
is almost no oxidation at GG5, GG8, GG6, and GG7,with increased temperature, we examined the guanine
oxidation on duplex 1-Rh in the presence and absence located 37, 42, 48, and 56 base pairs from the intercala-
tion site, respectively (Figure 6). As with duplex 1-Rh,of histone proteins at various temperatures between 5C
and 35C (Figure 8). However, in this case, variations in the binding of histone proteins makes very little change
in the pattern of oxidation except to very slightly favortemperature do not change the increase in the yield of
long-range oxidation, nor do they change the patterns oxidation of GG1 and slightly disfavor GG4.
of guanine oxidation on duplex 1-Rh.
Subtle, temperature-independent differences in the Discussion
pattern of guanine oxidation were caused by the binding
of histone proteins in some experiments and can be Studies with Noncovalently Bound Rh(phi)2DMB3:
Low Accessibility on the Nucleosome Core Particleseen here (Figure 8). Oxidation at the GG1 site is slightly
increased, whereas oxidation at the GG4 site is slightly Photoexcitation of the rhodium complex in the presence
of NCPs promotes the oxidation of the 5 guanine ofdiminished in the presence as opposed to the absence
of bound histones, but the changes in oxidation are very 5-GG-3 sites with irradiation at both 313 nm and 365
nm. The absence of nonspecific direct strand scissionsmall. In general, the pattern of oxidation is relatively
unchanged by DNA binding to histone proteins as an NCP. at 313 nm in NCPs indicates that the structure of the
core particle clearly diminishes the ability of the nonco-Small changes in the DNA sequence were made to
reduce its kinks and/or ability to bend in the absence valently bound rhodium intercalator to bind to DNA.
Histone proteins are known to protect DNA from bind-of protein and to thereby increase the very long-range
guanine oxidation (30 bp). Duplex 2-Rh, in which three ing and cleavage by a variety of small molecules and
proteins, such as hydroxyl radical, triple-helix-formingAT base pairs in A-tract sequences were changed to
GC base pairs in each half of the palindromic sequence, oligonucleotides, DNase I, micrococcal nuclease, and
various intercalators [30, 35–44]. In NCPs, histone pro-was constructed (Figure 2). This base pair change also
introduced a new 5-GG-3 site into the sequence. De- teins directly block access to large sections of the major
and minor grooves and may electrostatically repel posi-spite the changes in the sequence of the oligonucleo-
tide, the pattern of guanine oxidation on duplex 2-Rh tively charged DNA binding molecules with their own
substantial positive charge. Although it has been shownwas unchanged from the pattern on duplex 1-Rh. In the
absence of protein, oxidation is observed at GG1, GG2, that molecules that bind in the major or minor groove
can often bind to nucleosomal DNA wherever their bind-GG3, and GG4, located 8, 11, 16, and 24 bp away from
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Figure 6. Long-Range Guanine Oxidation by Covalently Tethered Rhodium Complexes
Photoinduced oxidation of 5-GG-3 sites (red) by covalently tethered rhodium complexes is indicated by red arrows. The size of the red
arrows indicates the extent of oxidation, to a first approximation. Fewer than 1% of strands are oxidized at GG5, GG6, GG7, or GG8.
ing sites are exposed on the solution face of the nucleo- The prevalence of this damage on nucleosomal DNA
suggests that charges can move through the  stacksome [35, 36, 38, 39], intercalators generally do not bind
well to nucleosome core DNA and, where possible, bind even when that DNA is bound around a histone octamer.
However, these experiments do not establish the dis-instead to linker DNA [40–43]. This exclusion of intercala-
tors from the NCP is thought to occur because the bound tances over which the electronic “hole” can migrate
because we do not know with certainty where the rho-histone octamer clamps down on the DNA and prevents
the DNA from unstacking and unwinding to accommo- dium complex is bound.
date the intercalator.
Like ethidium and other intercalators, the rhodium Studies with Covalently Tethered Rh(phi)2bpy3:
Damage from a Distancecomplex probably intercalates preferentially near the
end of the DNA duplex because the DNA near the ends The pattern of guanine base oxidation by Rh(phi)2bpy3,
covalently tethered to the 5 termini, is almost indistin-is more floppy and less tightly anchored to the protein
than the DNA near the middle of the sequence [24]. The guishable in the presence and absence of histone pro-
teins. This observation indicates that the wrapping therhodium complex could also intercalate at the middle
of the sequence on DNA strands that contain a nick 146-mer around a histone octamer to form an NCP does
not change rhodium intercalation into this sequence noron one strand due to imperfect ligation since related
rhodium complexes bind preferentially at base mis- the long-range charge transport through it (Figure 6).
We anticipated a possible difference in the distributionmatches and other sites of destabilized base stacking
[45, 46]. Like other intercalators, the rhodium complex of long-range damage between bare and histone bound
DNA due to the mild base stack disruptions caused bymay also bind with lower frequency and affinity at other
sites on the NCP that display exposed major grooves the bending of the DNA into a superhelix, the lack of
dynamic flexibility in the structure of the DNA whenand substantial flexibility. Bands due to photoinduced
strand scission at 313 nm at intercalation sites near “clamped down” by protein binding, or local structure-
dependent effects on charge localization and trappingthe end, at single-strand nicks, and at low-affinity sites
would be difficult to observe on the denaturing acryl- of the radical species. What is striking is that, despite
the multitude of factors that could potentially modulateamide gel.
Notably, when our noncovalent rhodium intercalator is long-range guanine oxidation, the pattern of oxidation
is relatively unchanged by the binding of the DNA tophotoexcited in the presence of the NCP, it selectively
promotes the oxidation of all of the 5guanines of 5-GG-3 histone proteins as an NCP.
Furthermore, the fact that the pattern of oxidation issites, despite the low accessibility of nucleosomal DNA.
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Figure 8. Long-Range Oxidation of 5-GG-3 Sites in the Presence
and Absence of Bound Histone Proteins at a Range of Temperatures
All samples contain duplex 1-Rh with the right-handed  isomer of
the rhodium metallointercalator. Lanes 1 and 2 are Maxam-Gilbert
purine-specific and pyrimidine-specific sequencing lanes, respec-
tively. Lanes 3–9 are samples containing bare DNA without histone
proteins; samples in lanes 10–16 contain bound histone proteins.
All samples were photoirradiated at 365 nm for 1 hr, unless otherwise
indicated. Conditions were as follows: lane 3, 5C; lane 4, 15C; lane
5, 22C; lane 6, 27C; lane 7, 35C; lane 8, 10 min at 313 nm, 27C;
lane 9, no photoirradiation; lane 10, 5C; lane 11, 15C; lane 12, 22C;
lane 13, 27C; lane 14, 35C; lane 15, 10 min at 313 nm, 27C; and lane
16, no photoirradiation. All samples were treated with hot aqueous
piperidine. Indicated by an asterisk, the band at the center of the
gel is due to incomplete ligation to form the 146-mer. 5-GG-3 sites
are indicated by numbers corresponding to those in Figure 2.
not changed by binding the DNA to histone proteins as
an NCP indicates that the electronic “hole” generatedFigure 7. Long-Range Oxidation of 5-GG-3 Sites by a Covalently
Tethered Rhodium Complex by oxidation of the DNA by rhodium cannot hop from
one gyre of the helix to another, despite their closeThe oligonucleotide duplex assembly 1-Rh varies from duplex 1
only in the presence of the covalently tethered metallointercalator proximity in the core particle (Figure 1B). This inability
at each 5 end; the sequence of base pairs is the same as that of of the charge to move from one helix to another close
duplex 1. The samples shown here contain the left-handed	 isomer by is reminiscent of studies with DNA double-crossover
of the rhodium complex; results for the right-handed  isomer were
assemblies [47]. There is also no evidence that the rho-the same. Samples shown in lanes 1–3 are bare DNA containing no
dium complexes tethered at the 5 termini can interca-added histone proteins; lanes 4–6 contain histone proteins bound
as a nucleosome core particle. Conditions were as follows: lane 1, late into neighboring gyres of the DNA.
no photoirradiation; lane 2, 90 min at 365 nm; lane 3, 15 min at 313 It is noteworthy that in this 146 bp sequence, no gua-
nm; lane 4, no photoirradiation; lane 5, 90 min at 365 nm; and lane nine oxidation is observed at guanine doublets GG5,
6, 15 min at 313 nm. All samples were treated with hot aqueous GG6, and GG7, located 38, 48, and 56 bp away from
piperidine. Lanes 7 and 8 are Maxam-Gilbert pyrimidine-specific
the rhodium intercalator, even in the absence of boundand purine-specific sequencing lanes, respectively. Indicated by an
protein. The absence of charge transport to oxidize gua-asterisk, the band at the center of the gel is due to incomplete
ligation to form the 146-mer. 5-GG-3 sites are indicated with num- nine doublets over this distance contrasts with earlier
bers corresponding to those in Figure 2. observations with oligonucleotide duplexes [9, 15]. The
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result is, however, perhaps not surprising given that this
sequence was designed to favor the bending of DNA so
as to form stable NCPs. The oligonucleotide sequence
contains a dozen phased nucleosome-positioning se-
quences, designed to facilitate DNA wrapping around
histones as a result of being intrinsically bent in the
correct direction for binding to the circular surface of
the octamer or by being particularly flexible [24–27].
Such static or dynamic disruptions in base pair stacking
would be expected to diminish long-range guanine oxi-
dation [8, 9, 21, 48]. We did not observe oxidation at
the more distal 5-GG-3 sites in either the presence
or absence of histone proteins, even with changes in
sequence and temperature designed to improve long-
range charge transport. It is quite likely that more sys-
tematic and drastic changes in the DNA sequence would
increase long-range charge transport to the other 5-GG-3
sites in the absence of protein; however, these changes
would also probably diminish the affinity of this se-
quence for the histone octamer and change the struc-
ture of the NCP.
Oxidation of Guanine Bases by Charge Transport
through the Base Stack in Nucleosomal DNA
In this study we have described the oxidation of guanine
doublets in NCPs by rhodium intercalators to determine
the effect of DNA packaging on long-range charge trans-
port through the base pair stack. Given that the DNA
in the core particle is overwound, bent, and in some
places dynamically restricted, it was possible that the
binding of DNA to histones in this structure might serve
to protect nucleosomal DNA from long-range oxidative
damage. Alternatively, such packaging might provide a
well-protected, more rigid medium to facilitate charge
transport through the DNA base pair stack. The base
pair stacking seen in the crystal structure of the NCP is
relatively normal (i.e., B form), and the binding of some
proteins has previously been shown to increase long-
range guanine oxidation by stiffening the helix [21, 22].
The binding of histone proteins to a 146 bp oligonucle-
otide duplex to form an NCP was observed to radically Figure 9. Oxidation of Guanine Doublets in Nucleosomal DNA by
Rhodium Metallointercalatorsdiminish binding of rhodium complexes to the DNA, con-
sistent with previous research on ethidium and other One-half of the palindromic 146 bp sequence is shown in blue and
cyan, with 5-GG-3 sites highlighted in red and numbered accordingintercalators. The structure of the NCP is proposed to
to Figure 2. The other half of the DNA palindrome, which is identicalexclude intercalators by clamping down on the DNA,
to this half, and the histone octamer are shown in gray. On the top,preventing the unwinding and destacking necessary for
although the binding of noncovalent rhodium complexes to duplex
intercalation, and thus causing the intercalators to bind 1 is substantially diminished in the presence of histone proteins,
preferentially to linker DNA and the termini of core DNA. these complexes can nonetheless oxidize the 5 guanine of all seven
Notably, despite its radically diminished binding, when 5-GG-3 sites when photoexcited at 313 or 365 nm (red arrows).
This pattern of DNA damage is characteristic of long-range oxidationour noncovalent rhodium intercalator is photoexcited in
through the base pair stack. Furthermore, it is clear from this picturethe presence of the NCP, it selectively oxidizes all of
that many of the 5-GG-3 sites are inaccessible to solution-bornethe 5 guanines of 5-GG-3 sites (Figure 9). This pattern
oxidants because the major groove faces inward toward the surface
of damage is the signature of charge transport through of the histone octamer or is blocked by histone tails. On the right,
the DNA base stack, indicating that although the DNA covalently tethered rhodium complexes intercalate into duplex 1-Rh
bound as NCPs is relatively protected from attack from near the ends to which they are attached (purple arrow) and oxidize
GG1, GG2, GG3, and GG4, corresponding to 5-GG-3 sites 8, 11,small-molecule intercalators by the histone proteins, it
16, and 24 bp from the site of intercalation (red arrows). Guanineis still accessible to damage by long-range oxidation.
doublets near the center of the nucleosomal DNA (GG5, GG6, andWhen the rhodium complex is covalently tethered to the
GG7) were not oxidized either in the presence or absence of protein.
end of the DNA duplex, guanine doublets up to 24 bp The binding of histone proteins to form nucleosomes appears to
away are oxidized through the base stack (Figure 9). have very little effect on long-range charge transport through DNA.
This long-range oxidation is not significantly modulated (The picture was adapted from Protein Data Bank coordinates 1aoi,
reference [24].)by the binding of the DNA to histone proteins to form
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and preparative denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis [53]. Toan NCP. Clearly, the kinks and flexibility of the DNA
synthesize duplex 1, strand “2” was first radiolabeled at its 3 termi-sequence alone, which dictates to some large degree
nus with 
-32P-ddATP (Amersham) and terminal transferase (Boeh-its own nucleosomal packaging, have a much larger
ringer-Mannheim). Samples were precipitated with ethanol, treated
effect on the ability of charges to move through DNA with hot aqueous piperidine, and purified on an 8% denaturing aga-
than does binding to a histone octamer. rose gel. After crushing and soaking eluted the DNA from the gel
[54], the radiolabeled “2” was purified by Sep-Pak (Waters). Duplex
1 was then prepared by the annealing of equimolar amounts ofSignificance
the complementary strands “1” and “2” (including the radiolabeled
strand “2”) and ligation of the sticky ends with T4 DNA ligase (NewThese discoveries have important implications for
England Biolabs) at 17C overnight as described previously [9, 53].
damage to and repair of the genome in vivo, where For the synthesis of duplex 1-Rh containing a tethered rhodium
much of the DNA is bound within nucleosomal core complex, a rhodium-tethered 17-mer was ligated to a phosphory-
lated 59-mer to make a rhodium-tethered 76-mer “3.” The 17 bpparticles. It has been proposed that histones, in addi-
oligonucleotide with a rhodium complex covalently attached to itstion to packaging and regulating DNA, also function
5 end was prepared and purified as described [55], and a 59 bpto protect DNA since the histones reduce binding by
oligonucleotide was ligated to its 3 end to make strand “3.” Thea variety of potentially dangerous small molecules.
76-mer product was purified by denaturing gel electrophoresis as
Here we have seen that, in fact, the binding of DNA to described [9, 53]. The single-stranded, rhodium-tethered oligonu-
histone proteins to form nucleosomal core particles cleotide “3” was then desalted by the use of Sep-Pak cartridges
and dried in vacuo. Complementary strand “2” was radiolabeled atreduces the ability of the rhodium complex to interca-
its 3 terminus and gel purified as above. Duplex 1-Rh was thenlate into the DNA. However, the packaging of DNA
prepared by the annealing of equimolar amounts of strands “3” andas nucleosomes does not protect it from long-range
“2” (including radiolabeled strand “2”) and ligation of the sticky endsdamage through the base pair stack; these photoxi-
with T4 DNA ligase. Duplex 2-Rh was prepared in a manner identical
dants are still capable of oxidizing guanine bases to the preparation of duplex 1-Rh with oligonucleotides “4” and “5.”
within the core particle. The long-range oxidation of Rhodium complexes were prepared as described previously [56, 57].
guanine bases at sites made inaccessible to rhodium
complexes by protein binding is consistent also with Formation of Nucleosome Core Particles with 146-mer
NCPs were formed on the 146-mers by the salt exchange methodour observation of the oxidation of guanine doublets
[29]. To one half of the ligation mixture, histones and salt were addedand triplets in transcription factor binding sites in the
in seven reaction mixtures as follows: 25 l histone stock solutionPGK promoter within nuclei [49]. As a consequence,
(approximately 3 mg/ml); 5l 10dilution buffer-mercaptoethanol,
we propose that damage generated on DNA in vivo 12.5 l 4 M NaCl, and 7.5 l 146-mer ligation mix in a total volume
may be spread from an initial exposed site in “linker” of 50 l. The solution was incubated at room temperature for 1 hr.
An amount of 16.5 l 1 dilution buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0],DNA to divergent distal sites within transcriptionally
1 mM EDTA, and 1 mM -mercaptoethanol) was added after everyinactive DNA regions that are packaged as nucleo-
hour for 3 hr. Then, 100 l of 1 dilution buffer was added everysomes. Damage within nucleosomes is likely to be
15 min for 1 hr. When the total volume of each reaction reacheddetected and repaired less readily than damage within
500 l, the solutions were incubated for 1 hr at 37C. The volume
active and accessible regions of the genome, allowing was reduced to 20 l with Microcon filters (Amicon) and was
for the persistence of damaged sites generated by purified on a 5% nondenaturing acrylamide gel along with the half
of the ligation sample to which no protein had been added. Thelong-range charge transport and the propagation of
146-mer and the 146-mer with histones were clearly resolved fromthese damage events to form permanent mutations.
each other and from unligated single- and double-stranded 73-mers
by electrophoresis for approximately 5 hr at 200 V at ambient tem-Experimental Procedures
perature. Bands containing the desired samples were excised, and
the DNA or DNA-protein complexes were eluted into 1 TE by theIsolation of Histones
crush-and-soak method [54]. The solution was filtered through 0.45NCPs were isolated from chicken blood as described [25, 30, 50,
m filters to remove large pieces of gel and was dialyzed against51]. Whole chicken blood, collected in sodium citrate, was obtained
1 TE to remove running dye, borate, and acrylamide monomers.from Pel Freez Biologicals. After lysis of the cells, nuclei were col-
After this sample was concentrated with Microcon filters, it waslected by centrifugation, rinsed profusely, and digested with micro-
used for DNase I footprints, photoirradiations, or Maxam-Gilbertcoccal nuclease. After lysis of the nuclei and resuspension of the
sequencing reactions. As revealed by both nondenaturing and dena-chromatin, the chromatin was applied to a Sepharose 4B (Sigma)
turing gel electrophoresis, this sample contained only histonesize exclusion column as described. The histone-containing frac-
bound, radiolabeled 146-mer duplexes. A small amount of unlabeledtions were dialyzed against TE and were evaluated by 18% SDS-
chicken DNA or nucleosomes was probably also present as a carrierpolyacrylamide gel electrophoresis and compared to commercially
in this preparation, but it was of course not visible on the gel andpurified histones. These histone fractions were then quantitated via
did not interfere with the experiments described here.a Coomassie protein assay (Pierce) and used for reconstitution with
labeled oligonucleotides. The product that was not needed immedi-
ately was stored at20C in 50% glycerol with 0.02% sodium azide. DNase I Footprinting of Nucleosomes and Bare DNA
and Photoirradiations with Rh(phi)2DMB3These stored fractions were dialyzed against 1 TE (10 mM Tris-
HCl, 1 mM EDTA [pH 7.5]) and concentrated with 15 ml Centriprep Samples (30 l) containing radioactively labeled 146-mer with or
without bound histone proteins and 10 M noncovalently boundvials (Amicon) before use.
rhodium complex (where applicable) were irradiated for up to 2 hr
with a 1,000 Hg-Xe arc lamp equipped with a monochromator (Oriel).Preparation of Palindromic 146-mer
DNA sequences used in these experiments were based upon those Samples were maintained around 12C during irradiation to prevent
evaporation. The volume of the stock solution was adjusted to con-used by Luger et al. for their structure of the NCP [24, 52] and are
shown in Figure 2. Palindromic 146 bp duplexes were made by tain a sufficient amount of radioactive label for visualization on the
gel after purification and was estimated to contain approximatelyligation of identical double-stranded half sequences featuring EcoRI
sticky ends. 50–100 nM 146-mer DNA.
After irradiation, samples were incubated with 50 g/ml protein-Single-stranded oligonucleotides were prepared by standard
phosphoramidite chemistry and purified by reversed-phase HPLC ase K in 0.5% SDS for 1.5 hr at 37C. After digestion, the samples
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were treated with 10% piperidine at 90C for 30 min and dried in oxidative damage to DNA: effects of distance and sequence.
Chem. Biol. 6, 85–97.vacuo. All samples, including those irradiated at 313 nm, were
treated with piperidine to break DNA-protein crosslinks and labilize 10. Arkin, M.R., Stemp, E.D.A., Coates Pulver, S., and Barton, J.K.
(1997). Long-range oxidation of guanine by Ru(III) in duplexthe DNA at the crosslink site. A DNA fraction directly proportional
to the amount of photoirradiation was crosslinked to the histone DNA. Chem. Biol. 4, 389–400.
11. Stemp, E.D.A., Arkin, M.R., and Barton, J.K. (1997). Oxidationproteins, and as a result it separated into the organic layer during
extraction with phenol, consistent with the results of Nguyen et al. of guanine in DNA by Ru(phen)2dppz3 using the flash-quench
technique. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 119, 2921–2925.[34]. However, treatment of the photoirradiated, crosslinked DNA
with proteinase K and piperidine separated the DNA from the histone 12. Hall, D.B., Kelley, S.O., and Barton, J.K. (1998). Long-range and
short-range oxidative damage to DNA: photoinduced damageprotein and broke the DNA strand at the crosslink site. After treat-
ment with proteinase K and piperidine, each sample was resus- to guanines in ethidium-DNA assemblies. Biochemistry 37,
15933–15940.pended in 100 l TE, extracted with phenol and chloroform, and
precipitated with ethanol before analysis on a 7% denaturing poly- 13. Henderson, P.T., Jones, D., Hampikian, G., Kan, Y., and Schus-
ter, G. (1999). Long-distance charge transport in duplex DNA:acrylamide gel. Gels were quantitated by phosphorimagery with
the phonon-assisted polaron-like hopping model. Proc. Natl.ImageQuant (Molecular Dynamics).
Acad. Sci. USA 96, 8353–8358.Samples containing radioactively labeled 146-mer with or without
14. Gasper, S.M., and Schuster, G.B. (1997). Intramolecular photo-bound histone proteins were treated with DNase I [30]. Samples (30
induced electron transfer to anthraquinones linked to duplexl) were incubated with varying concentrations of DNase I and 1.25
DNA: the effect of gaps and traps on long-range radical cationmM CaCl2 or MgCl2 for 2 min (no histones) or 5 min (with histones)
migration. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 119, 12762–12771.before the reaction was stopped by the addition of 35 l of stop
15. Schuster, G.B. (2000). Long-range charge transfer in DNA: tran-solution (5.8 M ammonium acetate, 28 mM EDTA, 220 M bp calf
sient structural distortions control the distance dependence.thymus DNA). After thorough mixing, 80 l of 1% SDS was added.
Acc. Chem. Res. 33, 253–260.This mixture was extracted with phenol and chloroform and precipi-
16. Bixon, M., Giese, B., Wessely, B., Langenbacher, T., Michel-tated with ethanol and ammonium acetate before analysis on a 7%
Beyerle, M.E., and Jortner, J. (1999). Long-range charge hop-denaturing polyacrylamide gel.
ping in DNA. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 96, 11713–11716.Coordinates of the NCP were downloaded from the Protein Data
17. Giese, B. (2000). Long-distance charge transport in DNA: theBank (files 1aoi [24] and 1eqz [28]). Structures were examined with
hopping mechanism. Acc. Chem. Res. 33, 631–636.Web Lab Viewer Pro (Accelrys).
18. Nu´n˜ez, M.E., Noyes, K.T., Gianolio, D.A., McLaughlin, L.W., and
Barton, J.K. (2000). Long-range guanine oxidation in DNA re-
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